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Town of Springdale Mail - Watering by "Big Users"

Springdale Town <springdale@springdale.utah.gov>

Watering by "Big Users"
1 message
ZionsRealtor <krististaker@zionsrealtor.com>
Tue, Mar 2, 2021 at 9:50 AM
To: Rick Wixom <rwixom@infowest.com>, Rob Totten <rtotten@springdale.utah.gov>
Cc: Bill Weyher
, Stew Ferber <ferberresorts@yahoo.com>, Brent HEATON
,
HANS DUNZINGER
, Darci Carlson <springdale@infowest.com>, Darci Carlson
Hi Rick,
We had a successful meeting on March 1, regarding the water usage by the “Big Users” and came to some helpful
conclusions. The Big Four Users are: Bill Weyher, John Lee, Hans Dunzinger and the Kinesava field. The first three
were in attendance and Kinesava was well represented by Jeff Carlson. Robbie also attended and was very helpful.
After much discussion it was determined that Bill would switch to the “regular” 3-day a week schedule and would divide
his usage into multiple zones to avoid a huge usage spike at any given time in the regular schedule. That leaves three.
Kinesava, as a Town customer, is going to be metered and we will have usage numbers from their watering practices to
help us decipher the entire situation. That leaves two. Hans has agreed to water on both Thur and Sunday from 10am to
2pm and John will follow from 2pm to 6pm on Thur and the same on Sunday even though the window for them extends
until Monday morning. We will give all of this a trial run when the watering season cranks up and then revisit it with
another meeting perhaps in late May or early June whenever we have sufficient discovery to have meaningful
discussions. Everyone was very cooperative and willing to work together to solve our dilemma of under/over water
usage, and we all understand the concern by the Town and also the State.
Additionally, Jeff brought some information from various groups who are experts regarding optimum watering practices
and has plans to invite them to come to Springdale to help us determine how our watering practices could be perfected.
In light of all this I see no need for the Town Council to feel a need to change any of the current watering schedule. It may
be worth re-visiting later, but for now it should remain as-is.
Many thanks,
Allan
PS: another idea we kicked around was that we should begin the search for grant money to help with the installation of
meters on shareholders systems. We know that metering ic coming at sometime in the future. Can you help us with
that?
(Darcy—I don’t have Jeff’s email so will you please forward it to him? Also I don’t have an email for John Lee, please
forward to him if you have one. Many thanks)
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